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The Maine Woods are a part of a greater range of forested mountains

and hills, extending discontinuously from the Northern Appalachians in

New York’s Tug Hill plateau to the Gaspé Peninsula in eastern Quebec.

Geographically, they are a portion of the Northern Appalachian/Acadian

Ecoregion, an area also known as the Northern Forest. The Maine

North Woods as a region generally does not include the population 

centers of the state, located primarily in the south, but is made up of

the unorganized territories, from New Hampshire to New Brunswick

and north to the border with Quebec. Estimated at about 12 million

acres, the Maine North Woods comprises more than half the state’s

total area. The region is almost entirely forested. On the western side of

the state, boreal spruce and fir forests cover the higher elevations and

exposed slopes, while northern hardwoods dominate the more 

sheltered areas. The more northern regions tend toward transitional

forests of balsam fir, spruce, tamarack and cedar with beech, maple,

and birches intermixed. 

In recent history, the Maine Woods were the domain of massive,

vertically integrated timber companies that fed, and were often owned

by, the mills downstream. Large paper companies dominated the

landscape, and managed forests in parcels sometimes six miles on a

side. These entire townships remained undivided from their creation in

1820 through the late twentieth century.  The timber industry formed

the backbone of the economy, and many of Maine’s towns were built

around the sawmills and ports moving forest products. Since the

1970s, many of these giant enterprises have closed, been sold to 

competitors or investors, and otherwise moved out of Maine, for a 

variety of reasons. The breakup of large paper and lumber companies

is not unique to Maine, but was experienced throughout the eastern

U.S. as the business of making and selling timber products lost

profitability and stability. The last forty years have seen a sea change in

land ownership in the North Woods. Once dominated by paper and

pulp companies and a significant minority of family and small timber

company ownership, we have witnessed a complete transformation in
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Issue IntroductionA New Forum

This Yale Forest Forum to discuss the past, present, and future of the

Maine North Woods was developed in cooperation with the Yale School

of Forestry and Environmental Studies (F&ES) Alumni Association.

Through this new partnership, the Forum gathered a group of Yale

F&ES alumni with diverse experience and interests in the Maine Woods

to converse about pressing issues for the environment and 

communities of northern Maine. The format of the meeting was also

new to the Forest Forum, with open-ended discussion of issues and

concerns at the core. This was the first of what we hope will be many

engaging F&ES community conversations on critical natural resource

and environmental issues of the 21st Century. 

If you are interested in assisting with future F&ES alumni discussions

on a topic that you and other alumni care about, please contact

Kathleen Schomaker, Yale School of Forestry and Environmental

Studies Director of Alumni Affairs. 

Kathleen Schomaker

Director of Alumni Affairs

alumni.fes@yale.edu

(203) 432-5108
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land ownership. These industry and old-line family owners are now part

of a complex mosaic of landholders, which include Timber Investment

Management Organizations (TIMOs), Real Estate Investment Trusts

(REITS), non-profits, kingdom lot owners, and others. In the last two

decades in particular, the decline of paper industry ownership has 

created opportunities both for large-scale conservation and these new

forms of timberland investments. 
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Today, the North Woods’ main products remain timber for pulp and

lumber, though outdoor recreation and hunting amenities are growing

more popular as well. The region is home to two of the most famous

wild rivers of the Northeast, the St. John and the Allagash. This

abundant fresh water resource, together with the north end of the

Appalachian Trail at Mount Katahdin and many other recreational

opportunities on thousands of lakes and thousands of miles of trails,

brings enthusiasts from near and far to enjoy the North Woods. This

use of the forest relies hugely on public access across private lands. In

a variety of ways, the northern forest has long been viewed as a 

common resource, and both pass-through recreation and access to

many private camps, even residences, are built upon that  tradition. 

Recent political interest in the region has centered on the controversy

of the Plum Creek Concept Plan. This proposal is the latest in a series

of large land transactions that have fueled much public interest and

concern over the fate of the changing landscape in the North Woods.

The Concept Plan is a large scale rezoning proposal by the Plum Creek

Timber Company, submitted to the Land Use Regulation Commission

(LURC) in April 2005. It centers on development of about 20,000 acres

of Plum Creek’s properties on Moosewood Lake and environs into two

resorts and 975 residential lots, with an additional 266,000 acres

under working forest conservation easements and 45,000 for sale only

to conservation buyers.  Following much public comment, the revised

Concept Plan was approved by the LURC in October 2008, although

continued revision is not unlikely, given public interest in the outcomes.  

Given LURC’s roles in the past, present, and future of the North Woods,

it is important to understand its responsibilities and power. The LURC is

a state regulatory agency; it is the planning and zoning authority for the

unorganized territories, townships, and plantations that comprise much

of northern Maine. This agency and the Maine North Woods are

extremely enmeshed; LURC was organized in 1971 to administer land

use controls for the region in lieu of local governments, and 10.4 

The Maine Woods,
which   encompasses
about 12 million
acres of forest, are
part of the greater
Northern Forest,
extending south to
the Adirondacks and
north to the Gaspé
Peninsula.



million acres of the North Woods are under the Commission’s direct 

jurisdiction. The Commission does not have jurisdiction, however, in the

towns , such as Rangely, Greeneville, Millinocket, or Ashland. 

Both the towns and the extensive forests are now facing many changes:

a landscape transformed by new landowners and interest in development,

the decline of a thriving industry that fueled livelihoods in the towns for

many years, and the preservation of the rich environment that gave rise

to the Maine North Woods as we know it today. The way forward is not

yet clear, but many in Maine and throughout the Northeast are focused

on forging a future for the North Woods that is successful culturally,

economically, and environmentally.
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Executive Summary

YFFReview

On October 3, 2008, a group of people came together to discuss the

Maine North Woods, the tough decisions the region is facing today,

and what they envisioned for the region’s future. In partnership with

the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies Alumni 

Association and the the National Parks Conservation Association, the

Yale Forest Forum gathered a group of Yale F&ES alumni with diverse

experience and interests in the Maine Woods for a conversation

about pressing issues for the environment and communities of 

northern Maine. All present shared a commitment to and interest in

the North Woods. Forest managers, conservation professionals, 

planners, staff scientists, researchers, students, and many more were

in attendance; the vast majority are not only professionally invested in

the Maine Woods, but are also residents of Maine. The discussion

throughout the day focused on four main topics: the ecological 

landscape, the economics of timber and other industries that 

influence rural Mainers, conservation and land protection, and in

closing, the array of possibilities for the future of the Maine Woods’
communities. The group shared their perspectives, asked questions,

and weighed options in an open panel format, with the goal of

identifying key “tipping points” that will shape Maine’s future. As a

result, the forum produced both common and disparate opinions,

and many shared questions that highlight the key issues for the

region now and in the the future.

Maine’s North Woods is a region of over 12 million acres of forest

land across northern, eastern, and western Maine. Much of the land

is currently held by investment owners, such as TIMOs and REITs,

“Old Line” families such as Pingree, a few remaining forest products

companies, such as Irving, and what are called the “new timber

barons.” Its main products are timber for pulp and lumber, as well as

a long established hunting and outdoor recreation economy. Included

within its boundaries are two of the most famous wild rivers of the

Northeastern United States, the St. John and the Allagash. The core

of the story regarding the North Woods for the past 20 years has

been the decline of paper industry landownership, creating 
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opportunities for both large-scale conservation and for new forms of

timberland investment. 

The Ecological Landscape

Discussion opened with a review of the natural resource conditions

and concerns important in the North Woods. This vast expanse is

truly a working forest, with much of the land continuously managed

for timber products for the last two centuries. Bob Perschel, 

Northeast Regional Director at The Forest Guild, laid the groundwork

for the first conversation. He acknowledged the much-discussed ties

to carbon sequestration potential and conservation efforts, but

emphasized the need to continue examining forestry and forests at

the stand level, not just on political and economic grounds. The

group followed with a review of the current environmental setting in

the Maine Woods. Josh Royte, Conservation Planner with The Nature

Conservancy in Maine, began by emphasizing the importance of the

North Woods to the greater Northern Forest region, and noted that

the water resources of the North Woods are not only of local value,

but provide habitat for migratory bird and fish species and clean

drinking water for downstream communities. Other key values that

are special to the region are the huge undivided and undeveloped

parcels – some still remaining six miles on a side, and the 

considerable carbon storage capability the forest, streams, 

and soils possess. 

Discussion then focused on the management of the North Woods’

natural resources, and how managers, landowners, and 

decision-makers might achieve an appropriate mix of younger and

older forests. David Publicover of the Appalachian Mountain Club

offered that currently we rely on conservation and state lands to 

provide the patchwork pieces of older stands, but perhaps a new

market for industrially managed late successional stage forests will be

forged by the growing interest in carbon storage. On the whole, it was

clear that managing the natural resources of the Maine Woods in a

long term but dynamic fashion will require new ways of business for

some, but at the same time, continued diligence in responsible

stand-level forest practice. With changing recreational lot markets

placing pressure on even the remotest acreage, it will be critical to

take heed of economic forces in the ecological landscape. 

Economics 

Lloyd Irland, Lecturer and Senior Research Scientist at F&ES, 

provided an overview of the current economic conditions and 

considerations in the Maine North Woods, then led discussion and

answered questions on this topic. Irland began by identifying the

market forces that have contributed to the weak state of the forest

products industry in the North Woods and the Northeast in general:

global changes in the paper and pulp market, land speculation, a

glut of timber from British Columbia’s bark beetle infestation, and

many other factors. These conditions are expected to last for the next

15-20 years. At the very least, this represents an opportunity for 

businesses and towns to regroup and capitalize on their long-term

strengths. A committed land ethic paired with long-term forest 

ownership was one fundamental character that the group agreed

would make a strong foundation for the recovery of Maine Woods

enterprises and communities. Much of the economic discussion

focused on potential routes out of the current recession, with 

particular interest in the promise of wood energy markets and carbon

sequestration schemes. These outlets are not yet exerting a strong

pull on forests in the North Woods, but could potentially be useful if

their revenues added to Maine’s traditional forestry practices. It was

clear that wise foresters, planners, and conservationists alike are

keeping abreast of developments in this arena. The livelihood of

Maine Woods communities was also of great concern. Towns 

continue to host an influx of visitors and vacation lot buyers, but with

little gain in long term economic strength. Solutions for the economic

“Dark Time” in the Maine North Woods will need to serve the forests

and the communities alike. 

This new kind of Yale
Forest Forum brings
together Yale F&ES
alumni to talk about
important natural
resource and  
policy issues. 
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Land Conservation 

The subject of land conservation in Maine’s North Woods was

addressed next, a discussion that ranged from conservation 

easements to public access to parcel subdivisions, and much more.

Kent Wommack, currently Director of the Canada Program for the The

Nature Conservancy and formerly with TNC Maine, started the dialogue

with a brief look back to the not-so-distant past. He noted that despite

considerable acquisitions by non-profits, these groups did not have

major timberland ownership in mind when they began purchasing

conservation lands. In fact, setting aside a large area of the North

Woods as a park or reserve, though widely debated about ten years

ago, is now not generally supported, for a variety of reasons. 

Today, some of the most important conservation initiatives involve 

getting new landowners to participate in the region-wide efforts

toward sustainable forest management and to stem the tide of 

smaller and smaller properties being shed from these historically

large holdings. When the related topics of development, conservation

tied to development, and, notably, the recent Plum Creek rezoning

proposal were raised, Elizabeth Swain provided seasoned advice to

those who have a vested interest in the conservation of the Maine

Woods. She noted that not all real estate or land management 

transactions have the public face that the Plum Creek plan has had,

and that developments or parcel divisions may go forward in relative

obscurity in the future. To care about the ownership and land use in

the North Woods is to diligently follow even the subtle subdivisions

that happen without fanfare; it is not just the grand scale proposals

that will change the “wildness” of the North Woods.

As discussion of land conservation challenges and strategies 

continued, John Echeverria facilitated the group’s analysis of the

strengths and weaknesses of the conservation easement as a tool for

protection of the Maine North Woods’ essential values, identified 

earlier in the day. It was clear that though easements have some
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capability to protect land against development or certain undesirable

practices, they cannot easily meet all the preservation goals of the

region. In particular, elements that are not well conserved by current

easement language include forest age structure and public access.

As the conservation community strives to meet the needs of the

working landscape, open public access, and rural communities, it is

apparent that the current models will not always be the most 

effective methods. In closing, Tom Rumpf, The Nature Conservancy

Associate State Director, pointed out that new tactics – thinking 

outside the current roles of easements and acquisitions – will be 

necessary for targeting the critical conservation needs of unique

Maine North Woods values. 

The Future of North Woods Communities

The human element of the region was paramount in the final 

discussion, that of the future of the towns and citizens of the North

Woods. Steve Blackmer, founder and former President of the 

Northern Forest Center, opened with a compelling argument, stating

that the cultural and natural environments of the North Woods are

intricately entwined, and efforts toward preservation and perpetuation

of this landscape must include the societal elements alongside the

environmental ones. A conversation on approaches to incorporating

the fundamental culture, both of the past and today, ensued. Alex

Brash of the National Parks Conservation Association led a 

discussion of the models for preservation that are available to learn

from and build on. Many regionally managed locations have elements

that may prove applicable in the North Woods, and others have

faced difficulties of which planners for Maine should take note. The

group shared a variety of public and private forms for carrying out

region-wide strategies for preservation of resources, public access,

and continued management for forest products. Caroline Eliot, a

former planner with the State of Maine, then provided the regional

planning and land use regulation perspective, noting that no single
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entity is equipped to supervise regional planning for the whole of the

North Woods. LURC, the scattered towns and concerned citizens,

and the mixture of landowners must cooperate to form a common

vision if one is to be created. The future of the North Woods commu-

nities will present difficult choices, but careful planning, and attention

to the needs of rural livelihoods, will help to protect the values that

make the Maine North Woods a special place worth preserving.

Hopes for the Future of the Maine North Woods

As the conversation during the day progressed, it was clear that this

highly engaged, diverse group share passionate hopes and a clear

vision for the future of the Maine North Woods. The group called for: 

— Leadership that would bring together the broad array of regions,
organizations, and people that have a vested interest in the
future of the North Woods.

— Primary involvement of local residents in creating their own
economic and conservation goals.

— The conservation of large, continuous working landscapes,
public access, and the livelihood of rural residents.

— Goals and policy that would retain and restore biological diversity,
ecological function, and a protected matrix of working forest
through sustainable forestry practices on public and private lands. 

— Government support for sustainable forestry practices that would
be achieved through a creative combination of incentives,
regulation, and conservation purchase of land and easements.

— The need to preserve a major portion of these woods for the
public, through a unique combination of public and private
ownership, and in a way that would maintain current levels of
public access and usage. 

— Creation of a new market for industrially managed late-succes-
sional stage forests forged by the growing interest in the Maine
Woods as a carbon reservoir.

— Economic recovery and re-alignment in the region, to be
accomplished through an evolution in local markets, shaped by
increased dependency on tourism, and new opportunities in
energy and carbon trading. 

— Creation of a lead agency modeled after LURC and a National
Park Service Heritage structure, to undertake planning for the
North Woods in order to build a promising future.
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THE ECOLOGICAL LANDSCAPE 

Bob Perschel of the Forest Guild, Josh Royte of The Nature

Conservancy, and David Publicover the Appalachian Mountain Club

began the day’s discussion with a thought provoking overview of the

issues surrounding natural resources in Maine’s North Woods. The

North Woods is a vast congregation of diverse forests, spanning alpine

heights, bogs, ponds, big rivers and small streams, and stretching nearly

12 million acres in Maine alone. Most of these forests have been part of

a working landscape for almost 200 years. The North Woods is notable

not only for this history, but also for other key environmental attributes.

Three features highlighted by Josh Royte were the large area of

uninterrupted forest, its abundant fresh water resources both in wetlands

and in streams, and the vast carbon storage capabilities of this ecosystem.

The North Woods also forms an integral part of the greater Northern

Appalachian/Acadian Ecoregion, being both geographically central and

the area least impacted by the human footprint (Baldwin et al. 2007).

These characteristics make the North Woods extremely important for

fresh water supplies and fisheries, for supporting wide-ranging predators

such as lynx, martens, and potentially wolves, and, of course, serving as

the base of the forest products industry in Maine for the future.

In identifying the natural resource values of this landscape, it is worth

noting, however, that no profoundly rare or charismatic animal or plant

species has proven compelling for use in regulatory or conservation

campaigns. This is not for lack of candidates: the Canada lynx and eastern

brook trout might both represent the outcome of good forest management

and intact watersheds, and some locally rare and endemic plants and

animals are indeed present. But the impetus for conservation (and

restrictions on forestry practices) provided by species such as the spotted

owl in the Pacific Northwest or Kirtland’s warbler in Michigan is not a

factor in the North Woods. This absence is an opportunity in some

views, and a limitation in others, but remains a defining aspect of the

legal and biological setting that should not be overlooked.

Discussion Summary

YFFReview
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played a large role in governing activities over immense acreages, the

breakup of block ownerships will mean a breakup of systematic control

over the ecological landscape of these holdings (Hagan et al 2005). A

related interesting development is that at present, most harvest opera-

tions are carried out with machinery that necessarily leaves 10-20% of

forestlands unharvested due to inaccessibility or high cost. This accident

of technology may be quietly building a bank of late-successional patches

and stands on some sites. As time passes and economic conditions

evolve, it will be valuable to study the fate of these reserved, hard-to-

reach areas: they may age and create new heterogeneity in the forest,

become targets for harvest by smaller landowners in need of revenue, or

follow other paths that reflect that of the forest as a whole.

Many agreed that a shared goal for the Maine Woods is a balance of age

classes on private and public lands – whether achieved through

regulation, incentives, purchase of land and easements, or, most likely,

a creative combination of all of these. What is the best strategy for

preserving the environmental resources in the North Woods? Prescriptive

easements, wide riparian buffer zones, or management restriction were

among the many possibilities discussed, but what form any efforts

should take remains an open question. It is clear, however, that the

arrangement of practices and protections on the physical landscape will

play an important role in the future condition of the environment of the

Maine Woods. Here the calculations of island biogeography and reserve

design must be considered. A random scattering of isolated, high quality

habitats will not serve the same ecological function as the immense area

of the Maine Woods is able to, but an expanse of mediocre habitat

without havens for breeding or sensitive species is not functional, either.

Organizations such as The Nature Conservancy are thinking big, with

reserve areas greater then 25,000 acres and a protected matrix of working

forest that connects and buffers the reserves in cooperation with other

landowners and nonprofits. Two Countries One Forest is also providing

an encompassing perspective of the ecological landscape, viewing the

fate of the Maine Woods specifically as one that is the keystone of the
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Though the Maine Woods are often described as a wild and untouched

haven for wildlife and recreation, it is well known to those familiar with

the region that the North Woods is also largely a landscape long

managed for timber production. Such forests in Maine have historically

been kept in early successional stages, as this maximizes yield for a

variety of forest products. This is particularly true of pulp production, but

is the general case whether the end goal be paper, saw logs, or wood

pellets for energy. Thus, a key concern in the North Woods continues to

be the availability of late-successional habitat, also known as old growth,

mature, or over-mature forest. Local land use regulations and zoning –
often the source of contention and debate – have highly visible but

relatively little impact on these regional scale environmental variables.

Because the Acadian Ecoregion shares many of the same species and

ecological characteristics throughout, the impacts of practices or 

development on small parcels are often comparatively small; changes

are instead seen at the landscape scale, affected more significantly by

the activity on larger holdings or patterns across many parcels. This

basis in scale reminds us that understanding and accommodating the

needs of the ecological landscape involves examining stand-level

forestry, not just land use regulations. This arena is often removed from

the public eye, but is nevertheless paramount in retaining and restoring

the biological diversity of the Maine Woods.

Land ownership, however, cannot be forgotten in this equation;

properties in the North Woods have changed hands often in recent

years, and the simultaneous shift in ownership has certain implications

for natural resource management habits. According to recent research

from the Manomet Center, the practices of industry owners have better

overall outcomes for biodiversity than those of other groups. Newer

owners such as contractors or “new timber barons” may currently be

surpassing sustainable yields, while investment focused owners’ habits

are less predictable than traditional industry, and apparently less

responsive to regulation of best management practices. Since forest

products industry certification and business groups have previously

Josh Royte highlighted
three key features
of the North Woods: 
the large area of
uninterrupted forest,
its abundant fresh
water resources, and
the vast carbon
storage capabilities.
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greater region’s environmental strength. However, as Caroline Eliot

mentioned, there is no single group or leader that is responsible for

coordinating a well-designed plan of action. Neither LURC nor Maine

Natural Areas Program has the power to sway timber markets or land

investments, and industry affiliations have lost much of their power

through sacrificing property ownership, so it is these market forces that

drive large land management and land use decisions in the end. David

Publicover of the Appalachian Mountain Club offered that currently

we rely on conservation and state lands to provide the patchwork

pieces of these older stands, but perhaps a new market for industrially

managed late successional stage forests will be forged by the growing

interest in carbon storage.

Many in the group predicted the increasing importance of wood for

energy and carbon trading as new factors that will change the way

stands are managed. These new markets do not yet play dominant roles

in the ecological landscape, but are expected to take over some part of

the influence the paper companies once held on the North Woods.

Ellen Hawes Hobson summarized the discussion, pointing out that more

and more, forest biomass management will be driven by renewable

energy credits and carbon trading. Ecosystem services projects provide

a new opportunity to lock in an ecologically desirable harvesting strategy

and reap an economic benefit simultaneously. In conclusion, it is clear

that the ecological and economic environments of the Maine Woods are

permanently intertwined; the fate of one cannot be decided, or even

discussed, without consideration of the other. Therefore, we turn next to

the challenges and opportunities of the economic landscape.

“Forest biomass
management will
increasingly be 
driven by renewable
energy credits and
carbon trading” 

- Ellen Hawes Hobson
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ECONOMICS OF THE NORTH WOODS

The “Dark Time” is how Lloyd Irland, Lecturer and Senior Research

Scientist at the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies,

referred to the current economic situation of the Maine North Woods as

he led the discussion on this topic. Irland alluded to his reputation as

“Doctor Doom” when he proposed that the Dark Time will last at least

another 15 or 20 years. Irland explained that this situation has resulted

from rising property values for development along side of decreasing

profitability of forestry products manufacturing that has traditionally

supported northern Maine’s economy. The region is globally

noncompetitive in bulk commodities like studs and market pulp, 

particularly compared to large paper mills in tropical countries. Paper

companies are taking down machines and cutting production, even

closing the most marginal mills. Though it was a great technological feat

to retool facilities to make marketable sawlogs out of small trees or

paper with even smaller trees, these products are so abundant, and

selling for such low prices, that they cannot support good forest

management. Using forest biomass for energy or carbon sequestration

will not necessarily be the answer that pulls us out of the Dark Time,

either. Carbon sequestration markets are new and their potential

financial benefits pale in comparison to the use of forests for energy. At

high natural gas and oil prices, electric generating plants can pay

more for pulpwood than paper mills. However, the amount of wood

needed for biofuels production is incredibly high; supplying these large

quantities at low delivered prices in this region is not likely. At present,

neither the carbon sequestration market nor the energy market can

create robust enough returns to timberland, or generate enough

employment to support rural Maine communities.

The oversupply of timber from British Columbia, due to salvage from an

epic bark beetle outbreak, and the housing market crash have

significantly lowered lumber prices. Perhaps after the Canadian supply

glut ends, lumber prices will go back up. But declining market pulp and
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paper demand will still challenge US producers. When the economic

conditions return to normal, firms must be prepared to take advantage

of any opportunities provided by the changing markets. Irland advised

that now is an opportune time to examine what is strong in our timber

products industry, and build on it. Examining these strengths, the group

was quick to point out that it is not the big paper companies that have

survived; it is the family ownerships. An advantage that the “Old Line”
families have is that they have long since paid off their investment in the

land itself. Their owners typically have a long time horizon, and most

have diversified portfolios. As stock markets have given up years of

speculative gains, the lower, steadier returns to timberland look a good

deal more attractive to investors and current owners. Additionally, the

companies run by the Pingree and Irving families, for example, seem to

have an ethic of land stewardship in their businesses. An interesting

development has been the creation of substantial, locally owned

ownerships by large logging and trucking contractors who have

purchased paper company lands. The so-called “new timber barons”, if

they hold these lands long term, could become the “Old Line” families of

the future.

The group identified this commitment to long term responsible land

ownership as a key ingredient of the Maine Woods economy, though the

opportunity costs of not selling timberland may be high in these tough

times. (This assumes that timberland markets do not adjust downward

in response to declining availability of financing, and that prices do not

break in the leisure lot markets.)

Irland continued that timberland prices are most likely in a bubble at the

moment. Typically forested real estate was sold at 65% of the standing

value of the timber, but speculation on development value has skewed

the value of the land; it is now being sold at far more than the value of

the timber. In this new scenario, TIMOs might become involuntary long-

term investors, as they have been paying too much for the land. There

may be no buyers willing to pay recent prices – only time will tell. These

organizations have recently begun leveraging their timberland purchases,

Earl Raymond and
others noted that the
changing real estate
environment makes
it hard to find 
comparable sales to
understand current
market.  
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and are under pressure to provide quarterly profits. However, the forest

doesn’t run on such quick returns, or even the 10-year returns promised

by earlier TIMO managers. As a result, some land deals are carving off

the conservation values to keep prices down, among other cost-saving

practices. Earl Raymond of the James W. Sewall Company mentioned

that it is also very difficult to evaluate sales in Maine since there are

almost no comparable sales. Furthermore, most sales today are not

made based on the value of the timber. This is in contrast to years past,

when timber products firms changed hands, but individual parcels

generally remained under industry ownership.

Given the changing landscape of land ownership, does it make

economic sense to have amenity and ecology values met by public and

non-profit owners? The issues of this new ownership matrix were

brought up by David Publicover of the Appalachian Mountain Club.

Ninety percent of the land in the North Woods is privately owned, but

public and conservation lands have a significant economic impact on

the state. While these lands provide access for recreation and in some

cases higher ecological values, what does it do to the forest economy?

For one, it alters the harvest rate. Decreased aggregate harvests could

lead to a breaking point for wood users with economies of scale like

large mills. But inclusion of habitat sites and recreation infrastructure

on public or non-profit owned lands to some extent protects the

industry properties from land use conversion pressures. The costs and

benefits of such ownership change are not always immediately

apparent, however. What may be apparent in an analysis decades from

now is hard to see taking shape at the level of single transactions.

Returning to the timely topic of carbon, Chip Bessey, President of E.D.

Bessey and Son, brought up the subject of carbon sequestration as a

potential economic tool for the North Woods. Carbon credit markets in

most instances are based on 99-year commitments. This rules most

family and private landowners out of carbon credit sales, as it is much

too long of a commitment, limiting the market to the public or non-profit

owners who could benefit from this stream of income. Could some lesser

commitment (20 years) be possible? Bessey added that successfully

generating income streams from carbon finance might enable a gradual

extension of harvest rotations, for example extending an 80 year cycle to

120 years, without excluding the majority of landowners from the equa-

tion. Further discussion revealed that the idea of “mow-and-grow” –
rapid turnover of fast-growing species – is a hot issue for carbon

sequestration. Depending on how credits are issued, there could be a

perverse incentive for unsustainable forest management if

“reforestation” is the key driver. This is often based on confusion of the

science of sequestration. Some think that the carbon sequestration

ends when the stand matures, meaning that high annual growth is the

most efficient sequestration method. Others advocate leaving stands

untouched to hold the maximum stock of carbon. Irland clarified: the

rate of carbon accumulation does slow as a stand matures, but there is

a continual sink in dead wood, soil, horizontal growth, and canopy

Land ownership has
changed dramatically
in the North Woods, a
pattern that is 
especially apparent
by timberland sales
in recent years.
(Hagan et al 2005)
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depth. Whether the low annual sequestration rate of the late succession

sink is sufficient for investors, however, is an open question. Overall,

carbon investment in the Maine North Woods was seen as a new potential

market force that is not yet mature enough to base significant landscape

management decisions on. However, many agreed it is important to

stay aware of carbon sequestration and energy interests, as they may

have the potential to modify management goals for Maine’s forests.

Finally, no discussion of the economic situation in the Maine Woods

would be complete without mention of the residents, old and new alike.

The national slump in the real estate market has had very little affect on

leisure properties in northern Maine; prices are strong as ever and

continue to increase. James Runyan of Washington County noted that

his county does not have the professional staff (such as medical

personnel) to keep up with summer visitors. It was joked that global

warming is creating warmer, more pleasant temperatures in Maine that

will only increase the market for vacation homes. Interest in large,

forested parcels – for estates – shows no signs of flagging. These new

land barons, the “wine and cheese” crowd, are significantly altering the

ecological and economic landscape as they take forests out of production

for vacations and leisure.

Meanwhile, rural towns are still faced with unemployed workers and

struggling economies, with only remnants of past job levels.  As the

group provided examples of similar situations throughout Northern

Maine, Runyan asked, “How do you keep local people and their families

in towns if they can’t afford to live there and there is no economy to

support them?”  Indeed, the difficult times for the loggers, the forest

products industry, and the businesses that support them are amplified

in the communities of the Maine Woods. Economic recovery will begin

with a future shift in markets, or perhaps new opportunities in energy

and carbon trading, but will not be complete until the towns and people

of the North Woods have built a promising future.

Follow-up from Lloyd Irland: at the time this discussion was held,

petroleum prices were at historically high levels, as were prices of

market pulp. Since fall 2008, prices of all these have followed the general

crash in global commodity prices. Housing starts in winter 2009

reached the lowest levels recorded since data collection began in 1959.

On European allowance markets (EU Emissions Trading Scheme), car-

bon prices have also fallen from levels of last fall. So, as this publication

was being prepared, the Dark Times got even darker. For some plants,

the lights went out for good.“How do you keep
local people and
their families in
towns if they can’t
afford to live there
and there is no 
economy to 
support them?”

- James Runyan  
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LAND CONSERVATION

The dialogue on land conservation was led by Kent Wommack, Tom

Rumpf, Elizabeth Swain, and John Echeverria. The lively discussion

included a critical analysis of the conservation strategies popular today,

discussion of which conservation values are important in the Maine

North Woods, and some exploration of ideas for new approaches to

conservation in the future.

Had a forum on the North Woods been assembled about ten years ago,

a topic on everyone’s mind might have been a national park: how to

create one, how to prevent one, how to design a new type better suited

to Maine. At that time, there was also a great deal of discussion 

focusing on biodiversity, easement deals, and protection of wildland

areas. In the conservation landscape, things have changed. The  

polarizing idea of a Maine Woods national park has now largely faded.

However, there is still keen interest in a comprehensively managed

regional conservation strategy, and protection of wildland areas and

purchase of easements continues today. Kent Wommack provided this

perspective, and went on to remind the group that when non-profit

organizations began buying small parcels in the North Woods, their

expectation was not that they would become major forest landowners.

Land conservation by such organizations typically takes one of two

forms: fee simple purchase of property, or acquisition of a conservation

easement.The efforts of non-profit groups such as The Nature 

Conservancy, Appalachian Mountain Club, and many small local land

trusts have been hugely successful, purchasing and protecting upward

of 1.5 million acres in conservation easements within Maine’s northern

forest, and 350,000 acres in fee throughout the state, primarily in the

last two and a half decades (Hagan et al 2005, deGooyer 2004).  

Today, there are questions about the effectiveness of these strategies in

the long term. Often, the purchased or eased properties form a 

patchwork on the landscape. Forest management of these properties

can be difficult, as the parcels are often relatively small, and each 

carries its own special set of restrictions. Further, the cost of operating

and monitoring property with a conservation easement will continue in 

perpetuity, while the monetary benefit to the landowner is realized only

once. In discussing conservation easements, many in attendance were

quick to point out that they have great strengths, but are not a universal

solution by any means. John Echeverria asserted that we don’t want to

use just one tool to build a house. Easements are good for some things,

but don’t necessarily achieve the amount of public involvement or long

term flexibility that may be critical in an unknown future. The group

noted that easement negotiations necessarily go on behind closed

doors, and typically are transferred at the convenience of the 

landowner. Control then falls to an organization that may or may not be

equipped to enforce its restrictions – land trusts in Maine are legion

(there are at least 88), while funding is not always as plentiful. 

Furthermore, it is extremely difficult to craft an easement that protects

the conservation values actually at risk; they tend to focus on forestry 

practices or easily measured indicators rather than less distinct, 

landscape-level conservation goals. There was a general consensus

that those interested in conservation of the North Woods would need to

develop new and innovative tools for protecting not just parcels, but the

special attributes of the North Woods that give it a distinct and 

treasured character. Large, contiguous working landscapes, public

access, and the livelihood of rural residents were key attributes among

those identified. In summary, we need to think about and implement

new conservation tactics that align with the unique conservation values

of the Maine Woods.

Of particular concern is the matter of access rights to private roads,

both for commercial and recreational purposes. Many logging 

operations are reliant upon fair-minded and low cost access to their

own property via roads that others own or maintain. Additionally,

outfitters, guides, and others in the business of recreation lean heavily

on public access to private forests as their means of revenue. In fact,

“Non-profit 
organizations didn’t
generally set out to
become major forest
landowners, but they
now form a
significant portion of
holders in the North
Woods.”

- Kent Wommack
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most of us could not appreciate the Maine Woods without permission

given by landowners. As Steve Blackmer noted, “Without the invitation

that the forest holds for all of us, there is no forest . . . let us not forget,

though, that this resource is owned by someone else. We may care

about it, but it isn’t ours.” Truly, the character of the North Woods is

built upon this ready access, and recent cases of posting by new 

owners such as TIMOs or kingdom lot owners have caused widespread

concern over the fate of this use value. When a landowner ends the

open land tradition on their property, speculation as to the fate of

neighboring logging operations and pass-through recreation often

ensues. Some organizations, however, are working to secure networks

of official permissions and rights of way. The Maine Interconnected Trail

System – operated by the Department of Conservation and Maine

Snowmobile Association, and used primarily by snowmobilers, is one

example. Other groups, such as Maine Huts and Trails, are focusing on

the purchase of trail corridors and easements, anchored by small

parcels with developed amenities. While access for forestry activities

has long been negotiated by handshake, concerns over access have

begun to penetrate even these traditional business relationships.

Because public access is such an important part of the how the North

Woods functions, it is imperative that use of roads and trails be among

the conservation values considered in any strategy to protect the Maine

North Woods. 

However, that is not to say that the system of public access should be

government regulated or drastically changed. Unfortunately, abuse of

private lands with public thoroughfares is by no means unprecedented.

Private landowners should retain the right to close their properties

unless they have formally granted permission to pass. Furthermore, as

Ken Fergusson aptly pointed out, the vast networks of roads used for

forestry are hugely expensive to maintain, and forest managers are not

having any serious problems with them. Management by the state

would be a burden on taxpayers, and not an ideal solution to 

challenges to public access. 

“What if there were
a three year 
moratorium on sales
and subdivisions of
land in the Maine
North Woods?”

- John Echeverria

The dialogue on land conservation in the Maine Woods also included

an anecdotal overview of the historic and current real estate markets

and how conservation strategies are impacted by trends in cost and

types of land sales. The rapidly changing ownership situation has many

implications for forest products operations and rural livelihoods, to be

sure, but its repercussions are also felt in conservation. One particular

concern is the increasing subdivision of large forested parcels, the

extensive tracts once managed by a single company or family. Although

these short, under the radar transactions are not a lightning rod for

public protest the way a concept plan like Plum Creek’s has been, they

may have very similar end results. In pointing this out, Elizabeth Swain

encouraged the group to be the rational voices in the midst of conflict,

and to stand up for the good outcomes that are possible. This includes

awareness of transactions small and large, and active, informed

involvement in the sometimes painful, prolonged planning processes. 

John Echeverria began by noting that two key attributes of the North

Maine Woods are the large expanse of undeveloped land and the 

tradition of public access, then posed an experiment that prompted a

lively discussion: “What if there were a three year moratorium on sales

and subdivisions of land in the Maine North Woods?” he asked. The

hiatus might allow planning and regulatory groups time to catch up on

a backlog of decision making, and help towns set priorities. The real

estate markets might also find time to correct; perhaps the present 

economic situation will be that respite. Others continued that such a

three year break might increase demand sufficiently to create a market

for transfer of development rights, a system under which the 

development capabilities from certain properties are relocated to

planned areas. However, the transfer of development rights leans 

heavily on a very strong, high demand real estate market. This may

exist at the service centers, but is not the case in the remote 

timberlands of the Maine Woods. Given that the Land Use Regulation

Commission has jurisdiction only outside of developed townships, 

finding an acceptable and appropriate receiving area for these rights



might prove extremely difficult. This limited capability of transfer of

development rights once again turned conversation to creative methods

of regulation that might direct desirable land use and management in

the future. Many were frustrated by the perception that regulation will

necessarily decrease the value of lands. However, the restriction of

certain practices need not take value away, Echeverria noted, as it 

protects landowners from the potentially harmful practices and 

unpredictability of their neighbors. 

It was clear from the discussion on land conservation that the 

conservation values of the Maine North Woods will not be easy to

defend, and diverse groups may not always agree on approaches, or

even the end goals. However, many of the fundamental motivations for

land conservation in the North Woods are shared: a stable and 

extensive working landscape, readily available public access, and the

livelihood of rural communities. It is this shared foundation that will give

conservation efforts strength to work together going forward. 
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FUTURE OF THE NORTH WOODS: PEOPLE AND LAND

Though the future of the Maine North Woods may be fraught with 

challenges, tomorrow’s outcomes are being determined by today’s
foresters, managers, planners, concerned citizens, and landowners.

Having wrangled with some of the key conservation and management

elements of Maine’s Woods, the group next turned the conversation to

visions of the road ahead for the region. This was an opportunity not

only to imagine desirable outcomes, but also to think about how to

achieve them. Topics ranged from regional planning to historic roots

and innovative paths to meaningful conservation. 

Steve Blackmer initiated the discussion with the assertion that 

preserving the human landscape – that is, the entire landscapes that

people live in, own, and make a living from, will be critical to keeping

the character and values of the Maine North Woods vibrant. In contrast

to the twentieth century strategy of preserving a place by putting a line

around it and inviting visitors in, “The twenty-first century in 

conservation will be about how to combine wilderness, the history of

human presence, and the people who live and work on the land today.”
He went on to say that groups such as this forum have a great 

opportunity and a challenge to recognize the interconnections and 

cultural realities of the landscape, and to assemble visions of the future

that incorporate them all; Maine and the Northern Forest must lead the

way. This will necessarily involve creating new models, new disciplines,

and new structures. This inspiring introduction spurred discussion of

what approaches to conservation would be appropriate for the Maine

North Woods. Many agreed that simply setting aside lands for

wilderness protection was not what they had in mind. The Allagash

Wilderness Waterway represents one extreme in the spectrum of 

management possibilities. Though it serves as a nexus for recreation

and appreciation of Maine’s wildlands, this remote area has a human

history that was mostly excluded from the creation of the Waterway.

Loss of these cultural resources is to be avoided, particularly since the

human landscape is all the more present in the communities of 
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“The twenty-first
century in 
conservation will be
about how to 
combine wilderness,
the history of human
presence, and the
people who live and
work on the land
today.”

-Steve Blackmer

northern Maine that are more accessible than the Allagash. Some 

wondered if the Downeast Lakes Forestry Partnership might evolve into

a good example of what is possible in the vast North Woods. This 

project of the New England Forestry Foundation and the Downeast

Lakes Land Trust has had less than a decade to carry out its mission of

“addressing the social and economic needs of the county while 

achieving far-reaching conservation goals,” but has the confidence of

many in the area and has certainly made great strides thus far.

Meeting the challenge of allowing the special qualities of both the 

natural and the cultural landscape to thrive in northern Maine requires

a carefully crafted management approach. For a time, the group

shared ideas about the variety of models available, their features and

drawbacks. Some examples are managed as a park-like entity, but

many focus more on a structure for regional planning and less on

strictly creating reserves. Alex Brash provided several examples of

preservation by U.S. agencies, and others contributed interesting case

studies from nonprofits throughout the states and abroad. Perhaps the

Maine North Woods could select from the best characteristics of these,

and learn from the mistakes of others. In theory, we might choose the

public accessibility of the Black Canyon of the Gunnison/ Curecanti

National Recreation Area and the private ownership of the British park

model, together with the state-federal-local partnership of California’s
Redwood parks and forests. Other possibilities include the mosaic of

ownerships and attractions at Cape Cod National Seashore, or the 

network of isolated public lands with interconnected access offered by

Big Cypress National Preserve. Other combinations of private 

development and preservation are possible, such as at Pinelands

National Reserve in New Jersey. Many cited Lowell National Historic

Park as model for private ownership and management within the 

supporting infrastructure that the National Park Service provides. This

is more of a framework for what the community envisions for itself than

a park with a boundary and an entrance gate (Baldwin et al. 2007). All

of these systems have their limitations, of course. One of the most

significant is the process of getting from here to there. How does such

an effort begin, and do the people of the Maine Woods have a vested

interest in any of these conservation constructs? How do they fit in to

the formation process? The planning process is full of tough questions,

many of which remain unanswered. 

Despite all these helpful examples, the Maine North Woods is indeed a

unique landscape, and may require an equally special approach to

conservation. But how might we arrive at such a solution, designed to

work explicitly in the Northern Forest? The tools available are the 

planning and regulation process, primarily handled by LURC and the

hundred or so rural communities in and around the North Woods. As

Caroline Eliot reminded the group, it is communities such as Rangeley,

Millinocket, and Greenville that are in need of revitalization, but they

are outside of LURC’s jurisdiction, and have no regional infrastructure

for economic development or conservation. Furthermore, from the

recent history of the Maine Woods, it appears that much of the political

power for decision-making is located in the southern, more populated

areas of the state. This is exemplified by the situation in Washington

County, where recent developments have left local residents frustrated

by lack of meaningful involvement and a continued dearth of well

paying jobs, as James Runyan shared with the group. This emphasized

two important and interrelated elements of setting goals for the future of

the North Woods: it is important that any vision for the region includes

the viability of local economies and future of residents as key 

ingredients of the plan, rather than as an afterthought. The local people

must be involved in creating their own economic and conservation

goals, though these may not be identical to what other stakeholders

envision. 

Assembling the landowners, residents, and other stakeholders of the

future of the Maine Woods will not be easy: they are dispersed 

throughout 12 million acres, and each group has its own interests and

concerns. Towns are not likely to give control over to LURC, nor is that
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body appropriately equipped to direct and implement detailed 

comprehensive regional plans for economic development, conservation,

etcetera. Caroline Eliot also noted that there is a real need for 

leadership in the planning process for the North Woods, leadership

which can bring together the broad array of regions, organizations, and

people that have a vested interest in the future of the area. If each town

is left to weigh the tough decisions of resource management, residential

and commercial development, public access, and conservation on its

own, the future landscape will reflect it. As discussed earlier, regulators

know the weaknesses of their regulatory framework and the 

conservationists and non-profits are aware of their organizational and

strategic limitations; what is needed is a comprehensive plan factoring

in all the players. Such regional planning is difficult, and can be full of

painful compromise, but it is the only way to achieve a region wide

goal; piecemeal planning or haphazard development will not work, 

particularly if we want to see the character of North Woods 

communities preserved. 

The future of the Maine North Woods remains unclear, but the 

concerted efforts of recent years hold promise for conservation and

revitalization in the region. Two key opportunities were discussed: the

Northern Border Regional Commission’s economic projects; and the

potential for growth of recreation-based economies that capitalize on

the existing region wide network of conservation easements. Large 

conservation easements, though varied in their rights and regulation,

often include language that secures access for pass-through recreation

or preservation of scenic values. These easements represent a valuable

resource for businesses that rely on public access to natural 

landscapes. However, dispersed North Woods recreational resources

lack the infrastructure to enable their utilization in an economically

meaningful way. In this context, though, it is notable that many scenic

vistas that attract tourists to the state, including the coastlines of Acadia

National Park, are comprised of scenic and recreational easements, not

fee simple ownership. Acadia actually includes more conservation

easements than any other national park, with more than 180 held by

the park. Similarly, the vast network of conservation easements in the

Maine North Woods may hold an untapped economic value. This may

be the basis of future revenue and employment that will be compatible

with preservation of the cultural and natural values of the North Woods. 

Additionally, the 2008 Farm Bill authorizes $120 million over four years

to “target new resources to promote wealth generation and economic

growth strategies and projects within the four state region of Maine,

New Hampshire, New York and Vermont” (National Association of

Development Organizations, 2008). The Northern Border Regional

Commission has been organized to administer these monies, and many

communities, regional non-profits, and interest groups have been

actively involved in developing ideas for their disbursement. Though the

Bill does not contain all that supporters hoped for the North Woods, it

does spotlight the socioeconomic issues of the greater region, and is a

promising step forward. Hopefully this kind of support will prove to have

a positive impact in the region, and be a source of fiscal strength in the

face of difficult decisions in the coming years. 
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Appalachian Mountain Club Maine Woods Initiative
www.outdoors.org/conservation/wherewework/maine/mwi-overview.cfm

Eastern Forest Environmental Threat Assessment Center
www.forestthreats.org/

Forestry Certification in Maine - Links
www.state.me.us/doc/mfs/certification/forcertlinks.htm

History of the Allagash
www.state.me.us/doc/parks/history/allagash/history.shtm

Land Use Regulation Commission
www.maine.gov/doc/lurc/index.shtml

Maine Environmental Policy Institute
www.meepi.org/ 

Maine Forest Products Council
www.maineforest.org

Maine Huts and Trails
www.mainehuts.org

Maine Natural Areas Program
www.maine.gov/doc/nrimc/mnap/

Maine Pulp and Paper Association
www.pulpandpaper.org

Manomet Center for Conservation Science
www.manomet.org/

Resources for More Information



Moosehead Region Futures Committee
www.mooseheadfutures.org/ 

New England Forestry Foundation
www.neforestry.org

North Maine Woods, Inc.
www.northmainewoods.org/

Northern Forest Center
www.northernforest.org/

Northern Forest Alliance
www.northernforestalliance.org/

New Jersey Pinelands Reserve
www.nj.gov/pinelands/pastimes/guide/

Plum Creek Concept Plan
maine.gov/doc/lurc/reference/resourceplans/moosehead.html

Restore: The North Woods Network
www.restore.org/Maine/overview.html

State of Maine Recreational Access and Landowner Relations Program
www.maine.gov/lor

The Nature Conservancy, Maine Chapter
nature.org/states/maine

Two Countries, One Forest (2C1Forest)
www.2c1forest.org
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The Yale Forest Forum (YFF) was established in 1994 by a
diverse group of leaders in forestry to focus national attention on forest
policy and management in the United States. The group convened the
Seventh American Forest Congress to collaboratively develop and articulate
a common vision of forest management to diverse stakeholders.

Since it's founding in 1900, the Yale School of Forestry & Environmental

Studies has been in the forefront of developing a science-based approach

to forest management, and in training leaders to face their generation's

challenges to sustaining forests.

The School's Global Institute of

Sustainable Forestry continues this

tradition, in its mission to integrate,

strengthen, and redirect the School's

forestry research, education, and

outreach to address the needs of

the 21st century and a globalized

environment.  The Global Institute 

fosters leadership through innovative

programs, activities, and research to

support sustainable forest management

both domestically and worldwide.

In pursuit of these ideals, the GLobal Institute has developed several 

programs to carry on the work of the Institute, including the Program on

Private Forests, the Program on Forest Certification, The Forests Dialogue,

the Program on Forest Physiology and Biotechnology, the Program on

Forest Health, the Program on Landscape Management, and the Program

in Tropical Forestry. 

The Yale Forest Forum is now the convening body of the Global Institute

of Sustainable Forestry. Through YFF, the Institute holds events at the

Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies and elsewhere involving

stakeholders from all sectors.  

Marsh Hall, home of GISF,
on the Yale University campus

For more information or
additional copies 
of our publications,
please contact us at:

Yale Forest Forum
360 Prospect Street
New Haven, CT  06511

Phone: (203) 432.5117
Fax (203) 432.3809
Web: www.yale.edu/gisf

YFF Review
The YFF Review joins the GLobal Institute Website as an outreach tool to improve the accessibility of information on
issues relating to forestland use and conservation. The purpose of the Review is to inform stakeholders about 
programs and activities sponsored by the GLobal Institute.  We hope that you will find the information in each YFF
Review useful and stimulating.  For more information visit our website at www.yale.edu/gisf.
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